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To tbb critics, lest they should feel ignored
To a professional critic (I have been one myself) theatre-
going is the curse of Adam* The play is the evil lie is paid
to endure in the sweat of his brow ; and the sooner it is
over, the better. This would seem to place Mm in irrecon-
cilable opposition to the paying playgoer, from whose point
of view the longer the play, the more entertainment he gets
for Ms money. It does in fact so place Mm* especially in
the provinces, where the playgoer goes to the theatre for
the sake of the play solely, and insists so effectively on a
certain number of hours" entertainment that touring
managers are sometimes seriously embarrassed by the
brevity of the London plays they have to deal in.
For in London the critics are reinforced by a consider-
able body of persons who go to the theatre as many others
go to church, to display their best clothes and compare them
with other people's; to be in the fashion, and have some-
thing to talk about at dinner parties; to adore a pet
performer; to pass the evening anywhere rather than at
home : in short, for any or every reason except interest in
dramatic art as such. In fashionable centres the number of
irreligious people who go to church, of unmusical people
who go to concerts and operas, and of undramatic people
who go to the theatre, is so prodigious that sermons have
been cut down to ten minutes and plays to two hours ; and,
even at that, congregations sit longing for the benediction
and audiences for the final curtain, so that they may get
away to the lunch or supper they really crave for, after
arriving as late as (or later than) the hour of beginning caa
possibly be made for them.
Thus from the stalls and in the Pressman atmosphere of
hypocrisy spreads. Nobody says straight out that genuine

